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My Productive Years at Brown
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What Brown CS taught me –

ask deeper questions even though 

they might be unpopular
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Evolving landscape of attacks

[1980’s - early 1990’s] 
Curiosity fueled hacking: 
capability demonstration 
of hackers

[late 1990’s – present]
Financial driven attacks: 
spam, stealing credit 
cards, phishing, large-
scale botnets

[Late 2000 – present]
Targeted attacks: stealing 
proprietary information, 
information warfare

[2012 – present]
Ransomware, CPS attacks

Challenges caused by: 
Scale, complexity, anonymity

“Internet was a friendly place. Security problem then 
was a day at the beach.” 
-- Barbara Fraser



My fair share of data breach experiences
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7https://statetechmagazine.com/article/2017/01/how-3-local-governments-mitigated-ransomware-attacks

https://statetechmagazine.com/article/2017/01/how-3-local-governments-mitigated-ransomware-attacks


To pay or not to pay? That’s the question
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Survey of nearly 1,200 IT security practitioners 
and decision makers across 17 countries

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/only-half-of-those-who-paid-a-
ransomware-were-able-to-recover-their-data/

https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/only-half-of-those-who-paid-a-ransomware-were-able-to-recover-their-data/


You (a hacker) write malware.

You know most people run Symantec anti-virus (AV) scans.

What would you do before you launch the malware 
(malicious software)?
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Security is relative. Can you prove it?
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Target data breach



Target data breach (Nov. 27 to Dec. 15, 2013)
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Breaking the Target. Yao et al. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1701.04940.pdf
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Fazio Mechanical

Target network

PoS terminals

Compromised Hosts

Drop sites
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1. Phishing attack 
against Fazio 
Mechanical Service

2. Accessing the 
Target network

3. Gaining access to 
vulnerable machines

4. Installing malware 
on PoS terminals

5. Collecting card 
information from PoS

6. Moving data out of 
the Target network

7. Aggregating stolen 
card and person data 

Attacker

control path
data flow

Fig. 2. Attack steps of the Target breach.

2.1.2 Phase II: PoS Infection
Due to Target’s poor segmentation of its network, all that
the attackers needed in order to gain access into Target’s
entire system was to access its business section. From
there, they gained access to other parts of the Target
network, including parts of the network that contained
sensitive data. Once they gained access into Target’s
network they started to test installing malware onto the
point of sales devices. The attackers used a form of
point of sales malware called BlackPOS, which is further
discussed in Section 3.

2.1.3 Phase III: Data collection
Once BlackPOS was installed, updated and tested. The
malware started to scan the memory of the point of sales
to read the track information, especially card numbers, of
the cards that are scanned by the card readers connected
to the point of sales devices.

2.1.4 Phase IV: Data exfiltration
The card numbers were then encrypted and moved
from the point of sales devices to internal reposito-
ries, which were compromised machines. During the
breach the attackers took over three FTP servers on
Target’s internal network and carefully chose backdoor
user name “Best1 user” with password “BackupU$r”,
which are normally created by IT management software
Performance Assurance for Microsoft Servers. During peak
times of the day, the malware on the point of sale
devices would send credit card information in bulk to

the closest FTP Server [12]. The stolen card information is
then relayed to other compromised machines and finally
pushed to drop sites in Miami and Brazil [13].

2.1.5 Phase V: Monetization
Sources indicate the stolen credit card information was
aggregated at a server in Russia, and the attackers col-
lected 11 GB data during November and December 2013.
The credit cards from the Target breach were identified
on black market forums for sell [14]. At this point, it is
unclear how these sellers, e.g., Rescator (nick name), is
connected with the stolen card and personal information.
In Section 4.3, we describe the well studied case of TJX
credit card breach. It hints possible paths of peddling
stolen credit cards in the black market.

2.2 Targets Security
Target did not run their systems and networks without
security measures. They had firewalls in place and they
attempted to segment their network using Virtual local
area networks (VLAN) [7]. Target also deployed Fire-
Eye, a well-known network security system, six months
prior to the breach. FireEye provides multiple levels of
security from malware detection to network intrusion
detection system (NIDS).

However, the breach demonstrates that sensitive data
in Target, e.g., credit card information and personal
records, is far from secure. Target failed at detecting or
preventing the breach at several points, among which
we list the four most vital ones:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1701.04940.pdf


12https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/213
37/cyber-crime/blackpos-malware.html

ree4@exploit.im: http://plasmon.rghost.ru/44699041/image.png
hidden: how does it keep the data (intercepted credit cards)?
reed4@exploit.im: from left side it is files, time.txt, then you click on it 
and you will find dumps in browser in plaintext
hidden: are there any differences in terms of infected Point-of-Sale 
systems?
ree4@exploit.im: no, but there are some nuances, for examples it 
doesn't work on Verifone
hidden: really? I have Verifones ...
reed4@exploit.im: it grabs dumps from memory, Verifone can be 
connected to PC, but it will be "secured", you need standalone Point-of-
Sale terminals with monitor and Windows
hidden: how much?
ree4@exploit.im: 2000 USD
March 23, 2013

https://securityaffairs.co/wordpress/21337/cyber-crime/blackpos-malware.html


BlackPOS (memory scrapper malware) 

https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-
security-intelligence/new-blackpos-malware-
emerges-in-the-wild-targets-retail-accounts/

• Runs as a Windows service “POSWDS”
• Scans a list of processes that interact with the card reader
• Uploads credit cards to a compromised server (internal network repository) 

https://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/new-blackpos-malware-emerges-in-the-wild-targets-retail-accounts/


How can a HVAC vendor’s credential 
access Target’s internal networks?
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“Fazio Mechanical does not perform remote 
monitoring of or control of heating, cooling and 
refrigeration systems for Target,” Fazio said (Feb. 
2014).



SAP Ariba Billing System
16

Fazio’s credential also had access to 
other portals in Target 

https://aroundcyber.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/aorato-target-report.pdf

https://aroundcyber.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/aorato-target-report.pdf
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But how can a billing system credential 
access Target’s internal networks?



A Theory 

Vendor
Target admin

1. Php scripts uploaded as 

invoices to Target’s billing portals
2. Web server attempted to 

open it; code got executed

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Unrestricted_File_Upload

https://aroundcyber.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/aorato-target-report.pdf

https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Unrestricted_File_Upload
https://aroundcyber.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/aorato-target-report.pdf


URLs in some phishing emails may lead to exploiting 
software vulnerabilities (an IE 8 demo)
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Missed opportunities
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Lack of transparency makes it difficult to 
learn from past failures



FireEye’s IDS
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Target’s security team in Bangalore received FireEye alerts; sent 
alerts to Target headquarters 

FireEye’s auto-malware-delete function was turned off

Target breach starts

Nov. 27

FireEye alerts

Dec. 15

Breach ends

Nov. 30 Dec. 2

More FireEye alerts
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157 minutes
to confirm a 
true positive 



Research opportunities: better warning design so admins & 
analysts pay attention
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“FireEye ... is cutting edge. But it takes love and care and feeding. 
You have to watch it and monitor it.” 

-- John Strand, Black Hills InfoSec (regarding Target data breach)

Breaking the Target. Yao et al. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1701.04940.pdf

1. Fear
2. Obedience
3. Greed
4. Helpfulness

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1701.04940.pdf
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"Target was certified as meeting the standard for the 
payment card industry (PCI) in Sept. 2013."

-- Gregg Steinhafel (Target then CEO, stepped down in 2014)

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/

PCI Compliance is just a baseline

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCI%20SSC%20Quick%20Reference%20Guide.pdf


Payment Card Industry (PCI) Security Standard 
Council Manages All Systems That Touch 

Payment Cards 

PCI data security standard is a standard for securing electronic payments



Payment card ecosystem
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User
E-Commerce

Acquirer Bank

1
Merchant POS

Acquirer POS

Issuer Bank

2 3

5 6

7 8

4

910

Merchant Payment Gateway

Payment Network
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Protect stored cardholder data

Regularly test security systems and processes



28https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/Prioritized-Approach-for-
PCI_DSS-v3_2.pdf

Multi-factor authentication -- A lesson learned by PCI 
from the Target breach

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/Prioritized-Approach-for-PCI_DSS-v3_2.pdf
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https://www.plumvoice.com/resources/blog/achieve-pci-compliant-tech/

https://www.plumvoice.com/resources/blog/achieve-pci-compliant-tech/
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PCI approved scanning vendors

But security guarantees are often vague

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/assessors_and_solutions/become_asv

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/assessors_and_solutions/become_asv
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[Source anonymized]

Some scanning capabilities look rather basic



Key Takeaways from Our Study

5 out of 6 PCI 
scanners 

certify 
vulnerable 

merchant sites

94% websites 
(out of 1,203) 

Not PCI 
compliant

[Rahaman, Wang, Yao. ACM CCS 2019]
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PCI DSS Specifications are 
comprehensive, 

enforcement is tough

Disclosed to the payment card industry security standards council 



Target’s improvements (April 29, 2014)

Improved monitoring and logging of system activity

Installed application whitelisting POS systems and

Implemented POS management tools

Improved firewall rules and policies

Limited or disabled vendor access to their network

Disabled, reset, or reduced privileges on over 445,000 Target personnel 
and contractor accounts

Expanded the use of two-factor authentication and password vaults

Trained individuals on password rotation
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Target also joined cybersecurity threat-sharing 
initiatives 

https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-target-breach-two-years-later/
https://www.morganclaypool.com/doi/10.2200/S00800ED1V01Y201709SPT022

Retail Cyber Intelligence 
Sharing Center

Financial Services 
Information Sharing and 

Analysis Center

https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-target-breach-two-years-later/
https://www.morganclaypool.com/doi/10.2200/S00800ED1V01Y201709SPT022
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US DHS NCCIC

https://www.theverge.com/2016/5/6/11601248/nccic-tour-photos-cyber-attack-hq-dhs

National Cybersecurity and Communications Integration Center (DHS)

https://www.theverge.com/2016/5/6/11601248/nccic-tour-photos-cyber-attack-hq-dhs


DHS NCCIC welcomes you to visit



https://www.gracefulsecurity.com/equifax-breach-timeline/
https://blog.blackducksoftware.com/equifax-apache-struts-cve-2017-5638-vulnerability

Equifax data breach --147 million consumers affected 

Apache Struts Vulnerability (CVE-2017-5638)
2017-03-06: vulnerability announced on along with a patch
2017-03-07: an exploit released 
2017-07-30: Equifax patched 
146 days:      Time to patch at Equifax

https://www.gracefulsecurity.com/equifax-breach-timeline/
https://blog.blackducksoftware.com/equifax-apache-struts-cve-2017-5638-vulnerability


https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/issues/8064

Vulnerability allows remote attackers 
to execute commands

Apache Struts: an open-
source framework for Java 

web applications

https://github.com/rapid7/metasploit-framework/issues/8064


In addition, no Intrusion Detection Systems
40

https://www.netsparker.com/blog/web-security/how-equifax-data-breach-hack-happened/

XSS Negligence at Equifax 

https://www.netsparker.com/blog/web-security/how-equifax-data-breach-hack-happened/
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Equifax’s freeze PIN is the timestamp -- predictable
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“admin/admin” login for Equifax Argentina employee portal



So what? Security is relative anyway. 
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Would PCI compliance have saved Equifax?

44
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCIDSS_QRGv3_2.pdf

PCI DSS Requirement 6

PCI DSS Requirement 11

Research opportunities: Can these and other PCI DSS 
requirements be automatically checked?

https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/documents/PCIDSS_QRGv3_2.pdf


Formatting Excel files and accidental data leak
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[Feb. 2017] An employee emailed a company spreadsheet to his 
spouse, who didn’t work at Boeing

36,000 Boeing employees’ data is leaked
- names
- social security numbers
- dates of birth
- places of birth
- employee ID numbers
- accounting department codes
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KASPERSKY LAB 

IT SECURITY RISKS SURVEY 2014: 
A BUSINESS APPROACH TO MANAGING DATA SECURITY THREATS 
 

14 

  

Kaspersky Lab (Oct 2014)
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Privacy-preserving Data Leak DetectionSecurity Model Our Approach  Evaluations

Data Leak Detection as a Service?

Threat model: accidental data leak
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Privacy-preserving Data Leak DetectionSecurity Model  Our Approach Evaluations

Our Twist -- Fuzzy Fingerprints

Real sensitive fingerprint
Revealed fuzzy fingerprint

Fuzzy boundary

SENSITIVE INFO

SENSITIV
ENSITIVE

NSITIVE 

5484315
8996684

7803980

[Shu, Yao, and Bertino. IEEE TIFS ’15]
Top 25 most downloaded article of IEEE Signal Processing Society in 2018 



Auto-formatting (WordPress) Partial source code leak
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Another my work: Detection of 
transformed accidental data leak?

[Shu, et al. IEEE TIFS 2016]
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To Discuss More Technical Details 
about Various Aspects of Detection in 

Tomorrow Morning’s Session



Many Opportunities to Stop Data Breaches

Mail Severs

Internet

Partners

Vendors

Firewall

Web Severs

Wireless AP

Switch

User

Employees’ devices

Router

External Internal

Data Leak Detection 
Engine

Data Linage 
Detection

Sensitive Data Scanning 
(Data in Motion)

Designated 
DLPD

Basic Security  
Measures Sensitive Data Scanning 

(Data at Rest)

Intrusion Detection
Sensitive Data Scanning 

(Data in Use)

Access Control 

Encryption

Behavior Analysis

Watermarking

Secure Publishing

Stakeholders

Developers
Security analysts

Consumers
Operators
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What should executives do? 



Compliance certification work 
probably waiting for you
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What executives should do --

To invest in cybersecurity
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Questions?


